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Cell death by apoptosis and cancer chemotherapy
M. A. INDAP, S. G. A. RAO

ABSTRACT
The ways by which cell death takes place have generated
great interest in recent years particularly in the field of
cancer. The exact mechanisms which are responsible for
tumour regression by drug treatment are also largely un-
known and involve both enhanced cell death and arrested
cell proliferation. Cell death is caused either by necrosis
or by an active process in response to a specific stimulus
which leads to elimination of a definite proportion of cells.
This process of programmed cell death is referred to as
apoptosis (a term coined by developmental biologists) and
is a part of the morphogenetic processes, characterized
by shrinkage of cells, condensation of nuclear chromatin,
nuclear fragmentation and blebbing.

Many successful cancer treatments presently under-
taken depend upon induction of an apoptotic response in
the target tumour cells. As apoptosis is considered to be
an active gene-directed process, in tumours the precise
mode of cell death after chemotherapy is important.

Understanding the role of apoptosis in cancer will greatly
broaden our knowledge of all stages of the disease process
and its treatment. Thus, the role of apoptotic response
modulation during the generation of neoplasia is an
important issue and will remain an active area of present
day investigations for improving the efficiency of
chemotherapy. It is likely to become a valuable weapon
in the war against cancer.
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INTRODucnON
In 1965, Kerr identified a type of cell death that was
different from necrosis and later termed it apoptosis (syn.
programmed cell death}--a term derived from a Greek word
used for the dropping of leaves from trees or petals falling
from flowers. This is an important mode of cell death with
characteristic structural features and a phenomenon of major
biological relevance! being more physiological than other
types of cell death such as necrosis.

The morphological features? which are generally observed
include shrinkage in the cell volume, loss of contact with
the neighbouring cells, changes in the cell surface (loss of
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specialized surface elements such as microvilli and cell-cell
junctions) and a compaction of cytoplasmic organelles.
These changes take place quickly and are accompanied by
surface convolutions and finally packing of the nuclear
fragments into multiple membranes--enclosed, condensed
apoptotic bodies. A series of crater-like cavities appear
as the endoplasmic reticulum dilates. However, the
mitochondria and plasma membrane remain intact unlike
in cells dying by necrosis. The most outstanding structural
changes occur in the nucleus when nuclear chromatin
condenses into dense granular caps under the nuclear
membrane. Thus, apoptosis is a cascade of events within
a dying cell exhibiting a distinct set of morphological
and biochemical features.?

Apoptotic cells are unique in that they do not induce an
inflammatory reaction even if they are present in large
numbers because they are phagocytosed immediately. The
compacted organelles and condensed chromatin of the
apoptotic cells may be visible within the first few hours
but eventually get reduced to large nondescript lysosomal
residual bodies.'

Apoptosis occurs widely in turnours," although it is not
the only mode of cell death adopted by malignant cells.
Accumulation of more and more qualitative data will
indicate it to be the most important part of the well estab-
lished continuous cell loss of most tumours.

RESPONSE TO CYTOTOXIC DRUGS
Apoptosis has been studied in many fields and apoptosis
inducing substances have been identified. Drugs such as
cyproterone acetate, dimethylnitrosamine, cycloheximide
and transforming growth factor B have been reported to
induce apoptosis. Irradiation, appropriate hormone therapy
and chemotherapy also induce apoptosis in tumour cells."

The induction of apoptosis by a wide variety of cancer
chemotherapeutic drugs is now clear. These may be
antimetabolites, antibiotics, DNA topoisomerase inhibitors
such as camptothecin and epipodophyllotoxin, mitotic
inhibitors such as vinca alkaloids, DNA damaging agents
such as melphalan, carmustine and also cisplatin and
hydroxyurea."

Several anticancer drugs induce apoptosis in malignant
cells and thymocytes but rarely is this observed in tumour
biopsies or for that matter in transplantable turnours." In
view of the rapid destruction of apoptotic cells due to
phagocytosis and a short half-life of the affected cells

'it becomes impossible to detect apoptotic cells in such
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specimens and thus there is a lack of in vivo data.7,s
Apoptosis in some way indicates cytotoxicity as in the

case of caffeine with cisplatin and pentoxiphylline with some
other agents. From ongoing investigations some aspects of
resistance and sensitivity to cytotoxic drugs can be explained
as being due to the movement between population expansion
and the high turnover states." Drug resistant cells have been
isolated and characterized experimentally to learn more
about the mechanism of programmed cell death.

MECHANISMS

Biochemical changes
Physiological cell death is a fundamental process that is
important for development and homoeostasis.? The
morphological alterations of apoptosis are accompanied by
a variety of biochemical changes,'? since it is a highly
controlled process involving protein synthesis, activation of
specific enzymes and gene expression." The degradative
and processing events during programmed cell death are
mediated by distinct enzymes." (The effective mechanisms
of apoptosis are still incompletely understood.) The nuclear
changes are caused by activation of an endonuclease (which
has not yet been characterized). This enzyme is thought
to be responsible for the characteristic DNA cleavage
into oligonucleosome-size fragments-the hallmark of
apoptosis." The series of fragments, integer size multiples
of 180-200 base pairs gives rise to a distinctive DNA 'ladder'
on agarose gel electrophoresis. This degradation is also
associated with the appearance of a hypodiploid peak in
the DNA histogram observed during flow cytometric
measurements. 14

Although a number of extracellular factors and a few
plasma membrane receptors have been shown to trigger this
process, little is known about its intracellular mediators.
DNA fragmentation has been shown to be a calcium!
magnesium stimulated and zinc-inhibited stereotyped
cellular response, thus leading to the conclusion that
endonuclease activity during apoptosis is controlled by
changes in calcium. In spite of these findings contradictory
reports appeared recently suggesting that zinc rather than
calcium could be a key intracellular regulator of apoptosis."

The importance of protein kinase C (PKC) in apoptosis
is also in doubt. The conclusion drawn from earlier studies
points to agents which activate PKC such as phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate but inhibit apoptosis." Inhibition of
PKC activity at the same time sparing protein kinase may
result in apoptotic cell death.'?

The tumour promoter, tissue plasminogen activator
(TPA), can prevent cell death induced by the removal of
interleukin-2 from lymphocytes.

Participation of genes
In tumours, the precise mode of cell death after
chemotherapy is important as apoptosis is considered to be
an active gene directed process. Recently it has become
clear that oncogene and oncosuppressive gene activity can
influence the probability of cell death as well as of replica-
tion." Products of several prominent tumour suppressor
genes and oncogenes such as fos, jun, c-myc, bcl-2, rb-1
and p53 are known to play critical roles in regulating
programmed cell death."

Expression of c-myc is of particular interest as it seems
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to determine either continuous proliferation or apoptosis
depending on the availability of growth factors. c-myc
expression and the availability of critical growth factors
can lead to three extreme cell states:20,21

1. Growth arrest (c-myc off, growth factors absent)
2. Population expansion (c-myc on, growth factors present)
3. Apoptosis (c-myc on, growth factors off)

Certain other oncogenes (e.g. ras, bcl-2) rescue cells from
susceptibility to apoptosis and convert this high turnover
state into rapid population expansion.

Expression of the wild type of p53 appears to have the
opposite effect, i.e. induces apoptosis in susceptible cells.22
p53 otherwise plays a central role in human neoplasia
with over half of the common cancers showing a mutated
elimination out of p53 function.P Thus, p53 protein does
appear to play a critical role in the prevention of cancer.
The level of p53 increases following exposure to DNA
damaging agents.>' Taking all these factors into considera-
tion, the relatively low incidence of small bowel cancer
compared to large bowel cancer is easily understood.

Considering the central role of p53 in inducing cell death
on exposure to DNA damage, the loss of p53 function may
result in the survival of damaged cells and promote resistance
to therapy. 23

Bcl-2 inhibits apoptosis when overexpressed in a variety
of cells.25 Since bcl-2 inhibits induction of apoptosis by
c-myc, the basis of this cooperation is presumably the preser-
vation from apoptosis by bcl-2 of c-myc target cells which
can then proliferate.

Bcl-2 also renders cells less sensitive to radiation and
cytotoxic drugs26 thus suggesting that chemotherapy or
radiotherapy of tumours overexpressing bcl-2 will be less
effective.

The activated v-abl oncogene has also been shown to
rescue cells from apoptosis. In all eleven genes are thus
involved.F

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Both normal tissues and tumours comprise cell populations
that differ in their capacity to undergo both proliferation
and apoptosis. It is quite possible that, under certain circum-
stances, in some tumours the process of programmed cell
death is initiated on exposure of the cell to selective stimuli.
It is important that this phenomenon should be confined to
the susceptibility of tumours to chemotherapeutic agents. It
is tempting to suggest that the mode of cell death may be
modulated by cell type-specific factors and this makes it a
realistic approach to investigate the mechanisms involved
in the induction of programmed cell death. There will be
major therapeutic implications.>

Apoptosis appears to be regulated by a specific molecular
programme, often dependent upon activation of unique
genes called 'cell death' genes."-'! It may be possible that
modulation of specific genes in a coordinated fashion will
result in selective cell killing of tumour cells by oncolytic
agents." This will result in a novel approach to the identifi-
cation of new effective anticancer therapies. For example,
compounds which will induce the apoptotic function of
p53 in tumour cells have a good chance of becoming
new therapeutic drugs. Thus, it is obvious that genetic
modulation of apoptosis in human neoplasms is likely to
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influence net growth rate, retention of cells acquiring
new mutations and to improve the response to certain
chemotherapeutic drugs.

There are clear implications for toxicology too if all
sensitivity to apoptosis can be modified by the manipulation
of a set of regulatory genes. Moreover, many cancers
currently resistant to chemotherapy may be so because their
access to the endogenous mechanism of death is suppressed.
New therapeutic strategies may be profitably directed
against suppression of apoptosis and tumour cell resistance. 5
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Obituaries
Many doctors in India practise medicine in difficult areas under trying cir-
cumstances and resist the attractions of better prospects in western countries
and in the Middle East. They die without their contributions to our country
being acknowledged.

The National Medical Journal of India wishes to recognize the efforts of
these doctors in a new section 'Obituaries'. We invite short accounts of the
life and work of a recently deceased colleague by a friend, student or relative.
The account in about 500 to 1000 words should describe his education and
training and highlight the achievements as well as the disappointments. A
photograph should accompany this article.

-Editor


